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For e-.ery positive integer IV, we determine the rnaxintum sizes of collections C and C’ of 
divisors of N subject to the following restrictions. 1’ any IWO numbers in C are coprime. then 
their least common multiple must he N. If any k nu nbers (k arbitrary) in C’ have the greatest 
common divisor 1. then their least common multiplr must be IV. For the special case that N is 
<qbare fret-. the maximum sizes of C and C’ have previously been determined. Since ever! 
number can be thought of as a multiset of primes, tt IS work can he regarded a\ 311 extension of 
theorems on families of finite sets to families of mllltisets. 
1. Introduction 
37 
Many extremal theorems on inter::ction and union of sets have been extended 
to more general kinds of lattices. Among the most important examples is the 
lattice of divisors of a fixed number, ordered by the relation of divisibility. Since 
every positive integer can be thought of as a multiset uf primes, the lattice 
structure of the subsets of a finite set coincides with that of divisors of a square 
free number. One would natur;;lly like to generalize results on subsets for 
divisors. A fil*s? such result is DeBrujn, Van Tengbergen and Kruijswijk’s theorem 
[2] on the maximum size of a Izollection of divisors. none of which dividing 
anotner. This is a generalization ol’ Sperner’s theorem [ 101 on subsets. 5.ome other 
results in this direction are contained in [3. 5, 6, 7, 93. 
Let S denote the set of integer! 1,2, . . . , 11. Consider four kinds of l’arnilicts F,. 
F,, F3, and E; ,f subsets of S subject to the following restricric3ns: 
(1) If A, 8 are melmberc of F,. then ,4 n B# fl 
(2) If &A?,..., Ak (k >, 2, arbitrary) are any member of F?, tht n 4, Tr .+ n 
- l - II Ak # 8. In other words. there is an element common to all mem ~1s of F,. 
(3) If A. B are members of F- with A n B = 43. then A C, B = S. 
(4) if A,,&,..., Ak (k 2 2. arbitrary) are ar.y member\ of fJ wi h .-J ; n A_ f-l 
.a*nA,=$!!,then A,UA2U-4JAk-=S. 
The maximum size:; of these fnmilitrc 3;: all known red?< ant’ :~rt: !i\rd in 
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IWe 1. -Let s be the positive integer with prince decomposition rpslp? - n l p>, 
when e1 3 e2 2 l . 6 2 e,, 3 1. We ctxxide r four kinA of collections fl, fi, f3, and f4 
of divisors of s subject to conditions ana’oscsus to the abov;: 
(1’) If u, b E f,, then g.c.d. (a. h) f 1. 
(2’) If al, 42, I . . .I dk Ef2, k a :i, then g.c.& (a,, cf2: . . . 9 ck) # 1. In other words, 
there is a common factor to all number:; IIf f2. 
(3’) If a, b off with g.c.d. (a, b) = 1, then 1 c.m. (a, b) = .L 
(4’) If a,,a,,..., ak & f4, k .a 2, and g.c.d. (a,, air . . . , a+ 1, then 1.c.m. 
(a,, a: 9 . ..) ak)= s. 
The main purpose of this paper is t3 determine the maximum sizes for f:, and 1; 
(see Theorem 2.5 and Theorem 3.I.2, respec i-JeJy). For f1 and fi, the maximum 
sizes are well-known; but they ax-12 alsa being discussed here because of two 
reasons, First, the above eight conditions ate closely related to one another with 
some cf thlr;m implying others. Secondly, WC inten to contrast the size differences 
among the f’s with the corresponding differences among the F’s. 
Another purpose of this paper is the exposition of a new graph-theoretical 
method of extremal enumerations. This is contai::ed in Section 3. 
Table 1. The claxulmum number of subsets or divisor:: in each family 
.I_---.- ---- - 
F:: 2”-: fz: n PI  (e,-+ 1) 
,z;’ 
s is ncd squaw free 
The maxitnum size of F, is weILknown. Since F, does not contitiin any pair of 
complemental-y subsets, IF, I w ) kt most be 1 alf of the number of all subsets. This 
upper bob.nd of IF, 1 can bc &qeved by taking Al subsets containing a fixed 
e cment. 
Similarly f,, can not contain a l?air of divisors II, b such that (i * pi ciividlzs ai} and 
(i : pi divides b) are romplemen:sry subsets ill S Th.erefore the tabh valbe for If, 1 
is an upper bound; and this rqrper bound can easily be achieved (see Example 
2.2). This .result was tist mznt!oned in [5]. 
The same arguments for F1 110ld for &. 
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For all numbers in fi, there exists a common prime factor, say, p,. Thus 
If2l~e,jJki+ 1) 
icj 
=fJ(e,+l)/(l+i;) 
sfi(ei+l)/(l+f) 
I 
=e, fi (ei+ I). 
i=2 
This bound can be achieved by taking all numbers divisible by p,. The sizes ot F, 
and F2 have the same bound, bitit &I is more limited than If,1 except N llzn 
l-1 2 n 
n 
i=2 ei. It is an interesting coincidence that e, nrCr, (e, + 1) is also the smsl lest 
$ize of a maximal f, (see [3, Thearem 41 and [6]). 
Erdiis, Eio and Xado [4] shawed that, if F is 3 Sperm r family of pair\&e 
intersecting subsets of S with tht sizes of all members bounded by a fixed number 
k <$I, then F consists of at most (;I:) members. Therefore a Sperner sysem 
consisting of pairs of complementary subsets can have the size r10 more rlnan 
2(&,1J. Actually this statement is a special case of a result in [I]. From I his, 
Kleitman observed that the maximum size of F3 is 2”-’ + ($_‘,‘_ ,). This nun ber 
substantially exceeds the bound 2”-’ for IF& As a contrast the ex[remum siz: c>t’ 
f3 is identical with that of f, except, of course, for the degen.;rate case when s is 
square free. This fact is proved in the next section. 
Finally the maximum size 2” - ’ + 1 for F4 was provea by Li [8] with a mctho_l of 
graph representation. A similar method will be adapted ii.1 section 3 for deterrrin- 
ing the maximum size of f4. When s is not square free, the hound of If41 turn! CM\ 
to be no greater than that of I;rz!. 
All notations in this section will be employed tbr;)ughlJtit this article. UI lehs 
specifically indicated, we shall assume that e, > 1 henceforth. 
2. The maxilmum size of f3 
Definition 2.1. ( 1) For every 1: ivisor LI of s. defir.c the supporr of J 10 IW t hl: WI 
(i: pi divides d). Clearly this i; 2 subset of S. 
(2) For every subset I of 3. denote C; = n, , o, and 1” = n, , {I;‘. SO 11’ i\ I 
divisor of s. 
Example 2.2. Let fi be the cclllection of ail divisors of s bvhich are supporrcd w 
those sets I with the t’ollowing, properryB 
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Between any pair. of complementary subsets ol’ S, exactly one of them satisfies (*). 
Hence the size of f* is equal to 
q.vhich ij; the value given in Table 3 for If1; snd If31. Clearly f* is :x collection 
:iatlisfying the cor:ditions (I’) and (3’). We shall see that f, has the maximum size 
among all possible collections f3. 
Lemma 2.3. Among all possible collecrions f3 wir11 the wnaximbrn size, thcrta is one 
safisfy,ir‘g fh~ foilowrng properfy: For every wher I sdjecr to the condition (*), if 
ps” E j3, then f3 contarns a proper divisor of pS+ 
Proof. 1’0 start with, let ;F be any maximum sized f3. We shall argue inductively 
on the number of s&sets I satisfying (*I such that psi’ of but f contains no 
proper c’ivisor of p”‘. 
If no such subsets exist, we have nothing tc, llrove. If there exists such an 1, 
define t’r~e new coilection 
We wan1 to show that f’ satisfies (3’11 and that 1 f’l== lfl. From the assumptiorl e, > 1 
and the (*) property of I, there exists i E I with e, > 1. So the two numbers nicf p, 
and ps” cgn not be simultaneously contained in any collection f3. This sh(lws the 
equality between IfI and [f’I# On the other h.and, cince no member of f’,{p”‘1’) is a 
divisor of ps .l, the new collection f’ sar%fies (3’). Y’he proof can now be cog pleted 
by induction. 
Lemma 2.4. Among d’ yosdde f3 with the maximum size, there is one cor..:isting 
omr olrly ihose dizzisors with supports satisfying (*). 
Roof. Let f be a ma.timu.~ sized f3 with the property stated in tht: preceding 
lemma. We shall argue inductively on the number of those subsets of S which 
satisfy (*) and are compiempntary to supports of members of f. 
If no such subsets exist, we have nothing to prove. So we assume there exist 
slich subsets and let I be : F-.l.aximal one among them. At least the following 
i;1forn. cations are known ab :dt I so far, 
(i) e, ‘2 es, I. 
(ii) if p’\’ c: f, then f con I eil :s a proper divisor of psi’. 
(iii) ihere exists a number iri _f with support S\ I. 
(iv> no number in f has t le suppo:rt strictly contained in S\ 1. 
From1 [ii), (iii) and (iv), thee exists a number in f with support S \ 1 whhch is not 
r t* ” ‘. J-!,x ce IKE member of f hiis ah2 support. 1. If we remove all thz numbelrs with 
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the support S\ I from the cclleAon f and add i.tlto it all thle numbers with support 
I, the resulting collection still satisfies (3’) because of (iv). .41so because of (iv), the 
new collection has the size at least Ifl- es\] + e,, which i!” no le!,s thpn IfI by (i). 
The proof can now be finished I)y induction. 
We conclude the results of Example 2.2 and Lemma 2.4 in :he following: 
Theorem 2.5. Let N be the positive integer with prime declzmposiilon $1 pr’ . l - pk. 
where e,ae+- - l 3 e, a 1. Consider the collectiot;s of di .I ;SGTS of i'k such rhat any 
two coprime rlumber in the sclmc collection must haw rhc iv least CO~III~O~! rnulriplc 
equal to IV. The maximum size of such a collecriotz is 1’” ’ + (ri’,,! 1 1 wlrere Iv ic 
square free and is otkerwise eqv 21 to 
1 
z C max n CL’,, ( n I e, . Ic{l . . ..a} iE1 ic 1 I . . . ..n)\l 
3. Covering problem on directed graphs 
With respect to the prime decomposition of the number s. WC give a definition 
of coverings of directed graphs. It will be proved that graphs of a certain shape 
have the largest possible number of coverings. The proof depends mklly on 
gradually deforming any given h:raph into the optimal shape so that .:h,e number oi 
coverings is nondecreasing on 1:ach step of the deformation. On tEe other hand. 
the determination of the maximum size of a collection fa will be ;hou-n to be 
equivalent to the search for ;1 function graph on n vertices which hi,\ the 
maximum number- of coverings. As a consequence the bound of &I ran be 
determined. 
Given a collection fj, we zssociatl: with it a directed graph witk the vzrtices 
1,2,.. ., n and the edge prescribed in below. For every i, Jo S, there is a?) edge 
pointing from i to j if and only if every number in f-r is divisible by p:‘~ or 11,. Claim 
that for every iE S, there is an edge with i c?s its initial point. Thus, consi-kr aI1 
numbers in f-1 that are not divis.;ble b!! p:. Since s/p, is a commo.1 multiple ,I; rhe\c 
numbers, they mu+;t have a coIrnmon factor, say. p,. lkn ci. i, is dn edpf: in II-K 
graph. Note that we do not require i and j IO hz distirlct frcml each 0th 2 . 
The above consideration of graph:. leads 11s to thti following: 
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Fig. I. 11 fuvcf;ol, graph rm ! I.. . . 2rq. 
Corohy 3.2. Fer euewy collection j 5, there exists a graph on S suck that every 
nclmwr in f4 is a cove&g. Conversely ~zny collection of coverings of a graph on S is 
a cdeftion f4. Therefore the maximum size of a collection f4 is eqfAal IO the 
maxrnrum number of ct)uetings of u graph on S. 
-Proof* The first ststernent follows from the above discussion. To provt: the 
coverse, let G be a graph on S and rzI, ilz., . . . , ok be coverings. Suppose that 
1.): # 1.c.m. (a,, u2, . . . , dk) for some i. azhoose j so tiiat (i, j) is an edge in G. Then 
we have p, 1 g.c.d. (a,, a2, . . . , aI ).’ 
Exmpbe 3.3. Consider the Graph on S with the edget (1, l), (2, l), . . . , and HZ, 1). 
A divisor d of s is a covering of this graph if and1 cnly if d is divkible by p,. 
Therefore there are e, nyE2 (4 + 1) coverings. This number of coverings will be 
showlt to be lhc largest possible among all graphs on S. 
Let G be a ,yaL*.h on S. Suppose (i, k) is an edge on a cycle in G with j# k. 
Denote by J the set of all vertices irk the same component of j which shall be 
disconnected from k when j is remoiled frown the gral?h. J may possibly be empty. 
Let Iv be the number of divisiprs of niEJ p: that cover al! the edges on .I, and let N 
be the riumber of those covering all the edges 06 J U (j). With these notations, we 
have the following k:mrrza which is of some interest in its own right. 
Lemma 3.4. Let G bz a grwh on S ana! C be a connected component containing a 
cycle of lengrh a: lezt 3. Awing all the vertices 0;~ this cycle, choose i to maximize 
&I N,. Suppose (h, j) ~rtd rj .‘_) are edges on the cyde. Then the graph resuhing from 
the replacemenr oy‘ rhe edge (i’d., j) by (11. k) has lu /eaJr as Marty couerings as G 
doe S. 
Roof. Let G’ de-l#Jte tlx g:.aph resulting from the replacement. The proof is by 
count lrng the ctivzrings of < : which do not cover G’ ilnd vice versa. 
Denote by K the set of vt rticxs in C which shall be disconnected from j when k 
i:r removed frarn C. Set I= . : ‘i (.I U _K U (h. i, k)). If a number {I:‘=, pi: covers G but 
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not G’, this number must meet the fo.lowing requirements: 
(9 fh s el, - 1, fk ~0, and fi’=ej; 
(ii) pk niEI I$ covers all ,;he edges on I U (h, k); 
(iii) nisj P;I covers all the edges on J; 
(iv) ni<K p$ covers all thct edges on KU { k). 
Let M denote the number of divisors of ~2 - ’ fl,, , prl which cover all the :d/:es 
on I W {h. k}. Then there :?re exactly M’N,!~, coverings of G that do not cover C;‘. 
On the other hand, we c1am1 there are at least Mr;jjRr, coverings of G’ tllat do 
not colrer G. Respectively let db, d_,, & be divisors of II;; -’ n,<, p:. jJ,=, p;‘,. 
nicK pr. which cover all thz edges OII 1 U !,/I, k). .I U(j), K. Then d,t2JKpp i; ;1 
covering of 6’ but not of G. This jur,tifies rhe claim. 
Now by the choice of the vertex j on the cycle. we know that &‘N, 2 &/N,. 
Hence .MNjN, 3 MN,Nk. 
Cordlery 3.5. Atnong the graphs on S with rhe maximum nrrmber of l:ocerirqs. 
there is one wch that rhe cycle in cutvy of ifs wn-ponenls is of feqrh 1 or 2. 
Lemma 3.6. Ler G be a rpaph on S orid (j, k) be au edge. D&e .I = (i: ii. ;J i! ~/II 
edge in G). Let G’ be the graf4 resulting from the replacement of ke +Y (i. j I h! 
ii, k) for every i E J. Suppo.qe n.1 efetul~v~~ in .I is Ihe terminal point of an>1 tvfSc it1 G. 
Then there ar’e at leasi as mally coukngs of G’ QS of G. 
F’roof. ‘We may of course assume th it J is not empty. The proof proceeds in the 
same manner as in the proof of the previous kmma. 
Write K = S\ (J U {j, k}). If a number [I = ny_, p!f covers G hut rwt G’. thk 
number must meet the following requirements. 
(i) f, = ei and fk = 0; 
(ii) iliEJ p!l is a proper divisor of nlEJ \$I; 
(iii) nick: f$ covers all the edges I.)n K !J (10. 
Therefore dp;;*/p? is a covering of G’ but nol. of G. Hence there are at lea\t ;I\ 
many coverings of G’ as of G. 
The result of Corollary 3.5 can rmv bit r;harpened as: 
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Lgnc.ma 3.9. ffi Q conrtected gru ph. on S wilth a 
on he cycle are the mlly term id points of 
(elt2 t 1) nrz3 :ei + 1) c-overings. 
cycle cf lwdgth 2, if tkti two wtices 
edges, th.en trzere arc at most 1 + 
Roof, Let G be such a graph and j, k be the two vertices on the cycle in G. 
Define 
J = (1 : i Z k, (i, j) is an edge in Cl;) 
and 
K=(i:i#j,(i, k) is an edge G}. 
Clearly S = J U K U (i, k). 
J2t nE..I pl be anjr covering of G. rhen either 
or 
iEJ iEJ 
;+?4 rI pt= pa fi F3 
iEiK /Eli 
Therefore, the number of coverings of G 
‘= ejek e,+ l)+yP (ei+ 1) 
i E.’ 
r. 
= J +k!e,+ J’. rl 1 i e .L I’ ,_ 
I ’ 
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The t.tanding assumption hat e, :> 1 implies the inequaky 
So we can combine the resu!ts in the ;.bove two lemmas together as: 
Goroulary 3.10. I.1 a connected graph on S wit/z a cycle of lengrh 1 tir 2, if the 
tmninal point of every edge is 011 he cycle, then there are at most e, n:_= z (ei + 1) 
coverings. 
Lemma 3.11. L~I G be a grt pR on S. Assume rhar the cycle in ellery L.oruponent of 
G has length 1 01 2. Also as ;ume :hat the terminal point of msry edp in G is on Q 
cycle. Then there are at wos e, n:‘=_2 (t, + 1 j coverkgs of G. 
Pro&. From the above corollary, we need only to 1 onsider the case when G i\ 
not a connected graph. Assume, say, G is the disjoint union of two subgraphs G, 
and G2. Let I, and I2 denote the sets of vertices in these two subgraphs. 
respectively. VJithout loss of generality, we assume that 1 E I, and that j is Ihe 
smallest element in Iz. 
Denote by jr1 the product of ei + 1 (lver all i E I, ,{ 1;. Simi!xly let x2 denote 
the product of ei + 1 over all i E I,‘,(j). Applying the krduction on n to Corollar> 
J_\(J), we know. ;vhen pi > I. there art’ at mosl: tDI 7:,1 ,TT- coytiring\ ()I (;. Wiik 
when t?j = 1, there are at most e, ~1-~( 1 + ITJ coverings. In ekher cse. the numhcr 
of coverings of G is no more than e, 7r,e,n, -C L’ [xl 7~~. which is tz luai to 
e, fly=, (Pi + I). 
The results uf Corollary 3.7 and Lemma 3. I I <how that the graph in Eaam$e 
3.3 has the maximum numkr of coverings among all graphs ori S. Wz cot~cludc 
this section in the followki;. 
1 +(ele2+ 1) fl (4, + I). 
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Pr&. First, this number of coverings is aclkved by thle: graph with the edges 
(2,0, (391)s l l * 9 (n, lj, ant! (1,2). We want to show that this number is the 
maximum. Because of 41orol!ary 3.7, we ineed only to consider graphs in which the 
cycle in Avery component ha:: length 2 and the terminal point of every edge is on a 
cycle.’ If a graph of this type is also connected, then Lemma 3.9 gives the uppzr 
bound on the number of coverings. If the graph is disconnected, say, it is the 
disjoint union of the subgroups S1 and 6,, then we apply induction hypothesis on 
n t3 Cil and G2. The arguments proceed in the same way as the proof of Lemma 
3.11. 
Since thl:: paper was writtell, W.-C. Li has found a shortcut in the proof of that 
e, 9 nys2 (9 + 1; is an uoper bound of lf41. The arguments generally follow the 
methol! in IN. An outline is as follows. Given a collection f4, choose j such that 
every number in the collectio:o is divisible by pi1 or bi pi. Also choose k such that 
every number in the cokction is divisible by pp or h. We may assume that j# 1 
and ;4 t 
J r *Y othrmk the problem can be recluced to the determination of the 
maximum size of ft. NOW if k = I, then If41 < (qe, +2) l nFql,i (ei + 1). While if 
k f 1. then IfdIG (elejck + e,ek + e, + ek + 1) . nfF,,i,k (9 + 1). In either case, we 
obtain the bound el l flL,? (ei + 11. 
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